
Welcome to the
2014 Groningen Declaration Meeting

3rd Digital Student Data Depositories Worldwide Seminar



I'm a protocol enforcer



in the systems I run



in real life



I'm a protocol breaker



:-)



So...



let's turn some things around



Thank you



to you all for being here



to the organizers



AACRAO



DUO



NSC



to our sponsors



Paver family foundation



Stanford University



CINECA



Georgetown University



WES



Australian Embassy



but specially to ...



Janie Barnett



Christi Liongson



Tim Rager



Roger Campos



Melissa Ficek



Natalia Jimenez 



Erika Watts



Michael Sisson



Russell Gordon



They all have worked very hard
so we all could be here today



Now, please



let me lead you to a world premiere



The new Groningen Declaration web site



actually there is a second world premiere



The Groningen Declaration video



Let us go back to the normal business
of delivering a keynote



The future of student data portability



is now





The Groningen Declaration



Meet the user



and his academic record



her many academic records



Ideas & Inventions



a first approach



borrow & evolve



improve



disrupt



What? Where?



Can we borrow?



What? Where?



Can we learn?



How?



Can we improve?



How?



Can we disrupt?



We live in the times of
the most disruptive technoly

known to date



The Internet



How is it improving disrupting
other realms



Two use cases and industries
we can map



Airtravel
=

Student mobility



Travel & fare finder



=



Course aggregators



Buy ticket



=



Course enrolment



Travel document



=



Forms & transcripts



Ticket disrupted!



Money & Banking
=

Diplomas & Deposits



Idea shamelesly stolen from







Diplomas & certificates



Deposit



Save



Money evolved



Money improved



Money disrupted



eduCoin?



We can improve



We will see running pilots



We will hear about
Erasmus Without Papers



but...



Can we disrupt?



We certainly can



please
no wheel reinvention



Let's go the open source way



standing on the shoulders of giants



MOOCs



Degreed





OpenBadges









There are concepts we should keep in sight



Preservation



Privacy



from anonymity



through full disclosure



with pseudonymity in the middle



Identity



our theme for these days is
"defining the digital student data ecosystem"



the attribute ecosystem



could very well become



an ecosystem for attribute values



Privacy: two faces of the same coin
very clearly in education



Thank you



I hope I've generated enough questions in you
to spice up the rest of our seminar



The Consent Game


